
food and beverage 
solutions



Like other distribution experts, food and beverage distributors look for 

systems that will maximize their throughput while controlling product 

and util izing space efficiently. Food and beverage distribution requires 

perishable and fragile items to be transported quickly and accurately 

to their customers. Hytrol has created a variety of equipment that 

eliminates breakage, is easily washed down, and can be integrated with 

robotics to maximize capacity.

see  some
of our
customer
solutions
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r o l l e r  c o n v e y o r
A popular method for both transport and accumulation, roller conveyors require little 

maintenance and can easily be created with zones to aggregate product on theline. Roller 

conveyors may be created with tight roller centers to increase product support and 

minimize breakage—especially important for beverage and liquor distribution—and are 

easily configurable, with modular options that allow you to change zones and spacing in 

the system as necessary.

a food
distributor’s
solution



Power belt gapping helps material handling systems run by pulling gaps between cartons 

and other products, effectively and efficiently feeding merges, combiners, sorters, and 

a host of other equipment. By pulling these gaps, we help ensure that systems run 

smoothly, day in and day out.

g a p p i n g

more  
about our
gappers



Sliding shoes are notorious for moving product at very high rates; Hytrol has created 

a slat shoe option that is designed to resist spillage. This diverting option is positive 

and gentle, taking into account changes in industry packaging that has contributed 

to increased breakage on beverage distribution lines. The custom bed and shoe have 

been designed for easy cleaning while maintaining the throughput needed in a busy 

distribution center.

s o r t a t i o n  c o n v e y o r

more  
about our
sortation
conveyor
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b e l t e d  s o r t a t i o n  c o n v e y o r
Belted sortation solutions are comprised of narrow belt sorters or belt-driven sortation 

sorters. Both of these options are designed to save space and to gently divert fragile 

objects prone to breakage. These sorters easily util ize both sides of the conveyor and are 

an important part of internal routing processes for items, streamlining the order flow of 

medium-size product.
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Pivot, our Warehouse Control System, provides the real-time status and location of 

products. It is the ideal solution for warehouse managers handling the products preparing 

to ship by making real-time decisions possible. Pivot responds immediately to instructions 

from multiple business systems, a wide variety of equipment, and from operators and can 

manage minute-to-minute tasks of the warehouse.

p i v o t ™  w c s

see p ivot
in  action
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Hytrol has been dedicated to selling conveyor exclusively through our Integration Partner 

Network for more than 70 years. To learn more about what food and beverage solutions 

can do for you, contact your local integration partner by scanning the QR code below or 

visiting our IP Locator on the homepage of hytrol.com. 
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To learn more about what food and beverage solutions 

can do for you, contact your local integration partner 

or visit hytrol.com.


